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MANIA LIVE!

Both new and advanced students will be challenged with skill-based activities!

Students have the opportunity to play Minecraft with their friends in a multiplayer
setting by tackling challenges, building magnificent creations, competing in races,

and even learning how to code!

Programs can occur IN-PERSON or VIRTUALLY via Zoom

 
Activities and themes can be customized to your library's needs

10 accounts available to those that don't have one!
 

These live, interactive programs can include up to 30
participants and are hosted by our staff!

WWW.MINECRAFTMANIAEVENTS.COM

FOR MORE INFO & BOOKINGS VISIT

BOOKING@MINECRAFTMANIAEVENTS.COM

OR CONTACT

SESSIONS ARE 60+

MINUTES

 

Age range k - 8
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MANIA IN-HOUSE!

All skill levels accommodated 

You choose the program duration and market it as your own!

Programs can occur IN-PERSON or VIRTUALLY
Activities and themes can be customized to your library's needs!

 
After your purchase, all resources will be sent to the library within 7 days -

including the presentation, instructions, handouts and more!
 

For participants needing an account, up to 10 accounts will be provided

We provide the curriculum for a program hosted by YOU!
Choose from our acclaimed escape room programs,

treasure hunts, building challenges, and more

WWW.MINECRAFTMANIAEVENTS.COM

FOR MORE INFO & BOOKINGS VISIT

BOOKING@MINECRAFTMANIAEVENTS.COM

OR CONTACT
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MANIA VIDEO!

 Videos will be available to you within 7 days

 
Themes allow patrons to play at their own skill level

Activities and themes can be customized to your library's needs!
 

Patrons can "check-out" an account to borrow for free
 

You choose the program duration and  share it via library website, social media, or
the channel of your choice! 

These pre-recorded programs can be enjoyed
asynchronously for up to 30 days!

WWW.MINECRAFTMANIAEVENTS.COM

FOR MORE INFO & BOOKINGS VISIT

BOOKING@MINECRAFTMANIAEVENTS.COM

OR CONTACT


